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We screen a large chemical space of perovskite alloys for systems with optimal properties to accommodate a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) in their composition-temperature phase diagram, a crucial feature for high piezoelectric performance. We start from alloy end points previously identified in a high-throughput computational search. An interpolation scheme is used to estimate the relative energies between different perovskite distortions for alloy compositions with a minimum of computational effort. Suggested alloys are further screened for thermodynamic stability. The screening identifies alloy systems already known to host an MPB and suggests a few others that may be promising candidates for future experiments. Our method of investigation may be extended to other perovskite systems, e.g., (oxy-)nitrides, and provides a useful methodology for any application of high-throughput screening of isovalent alloy systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Materials with high piezoelectric coefficients are of significant technological interest. The anomalously large piezoelectric effect in lead zirconate titanate (PZT)-based compounds [1–7] has generated much attention in the literature, and much focus has been on replacing PZT with an environmentally friendly, lead-free substitute with similar properties [8–18]. To the authors knowledge, despite major efforts, there exists to date no lead-free technological replacement for PZT. Two notable recent lead-free isovalent alloy systems have been published by Saito et al. [19], (K,Na,Li)(Nb,Ta)O3, and Liu and Ren [20], Ba(Ti0.5Zr0.5)O3-(Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3. While these materials are reported to show a similar phase boundary as PZT, which is crucial for a high piezoelectric effect, the former material is expensive and difficult to synthesize due to problems with vaporization of potassium oxide during sintering [21,22], and the latter has a phase boundary that is very temperature dependent. To find new alloy compounds that reproduce the relevant properties of PZT provides a well-defined challenge for the growing community in high-throughput computational material design [23–40].

The morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) is a phase region in the temperature-composition phase diagram where the macroscopic polarization vector quasicontinuously changes direction [41–43]. This region is responsible for the high piezoelectric coefficient in PZT, which occurs at nearly equal concentrations of PbZrO3 (PZ) and PbTiO3 (PT) [4,41–46]. We recently presented a high-throughput framework for the computation of material properties of pure ternary perovskites, which was used to identify a set of alloy end points with beneficial properties for forming an MPB [47]. The present work expands on the prior identification of alloy end points by analyzing the possible solid solutions and aiming at a nearly exhaustive computational search for any stable binary isovalent perovskite alloy that can form an MPB.

Our investigation focuses on the perovskite crystal structure, since we know, from PZT, that this structure can accommodate the crucial phase-change-driven polarization rotation that is coupled to strain [41–43]. The screening for alloy end points in our previous work used two primary criteria connected to the appearance of an MPB in an isovalent alloy system. First, each alloy end point has to be an insulator or semiconductor with a suitably large band gap to avoid current leakage. This criteria was realized by selecting compounds with a quite generous limit on the minimum Kohn-Sham band gap, ΔKS > 0.25 eV. Furthermore, three main distortions of the ideal perovskite cell was considered: tetragonal (TET), rhombohedral (RHO), and alternating clockwise and anticlockwise octahedral rotation (ROT) around the (1,1,1) direction. The ideal perovskite crystal structure and the considered distortions are illustrated in Fig. 1. The second screening criteria used was a limit on the difference in the lowest and highest formation energy of these distortions, i.e., that

\[
\Delta E^0 = \max(E_{\text{ROT}}, E_{\text{TET}}, E_{\text{RHO}}) - \min(E_{\text{ROT}}, E_{\text{TET}}, E_{\text{RHO}}) < 1.00 \text{ eV}. \tag{1}
\]

The motivation for limiting this energy difference is that it is a necessary prerequisite to obtain a small energy barrier between phases necessary for an MPB (see Ref. [47] for an extended discussion). Since the focus in our previous work was on identifying alloy end points rather than specific useful compositions, no screening on the thermodynamic stability of potentially interesting alloys was done in that work.

Our prior screening identified a set of 49 pure perovskite systems to use as alloy end points. If we were to freely consider alloys of up to four different such end points, the number of possible alloys would be \(49^4 = 5764801\). These alloys can then be considered over a large set of relative composition...
II. INTERPOLATION OF ALLOY PROPERTIES

Our previous high-throughput screening of alloy end points has resulted in a large database of energies for the various distorted phases of perovskites at various unit cell volumes, computed with density functional theory (DFT) [49,50]. In past literature, DFT has generally been successful in describing the properties of ferro- and piezoelectric perovskite compounds [41,51–58]. Full details of the computational methodology were given in the appendix of Ref. [47], but, in short, our calculations use the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP 5.2.2) with projector augmented wave pseudopotentials (PAWs) [59,60] and the exchange-correlation functional by Perdew et al. [61]. For systems with TET and RHO distortion, the internal degrees of freedom are always relaxed to find the minimum-energy structure allowed by the respective symmetry (i.e., the tilt and c/a ratio, respectively, as well as other ionic displacements allowed by the symmetry). In the following, we propose a scheme for estimating the phase energy of a distorted phase of any alloy based on these computed energies.

One may first consider a straightforward linear interpolation between the phase energies of the distortions of the involved alloy end points. However, these phase energies depend on the cell volume, sometimes in a quite nonlinear way. At a volume when a distorted phase becomes equal to the cubic phase (i.e., there is no longer an energy preference to distort the structure), the phase energy vs volume curve of the distorted phase joins that of the cubic phase, leading to a sharp change in the derivative. One example of the importance of the volume dependence of the phase energies of alloy end points is the PT-like material (Ba$_{0.7}$Ca$_{0.3}$)TiO$_3$ in the MPB alloy by Liu and Ren [20]. As pointed out in our previous perovskite screening work [47], neither BaTiO$_3$ nor CaTiO$_3$ are predicted to prefer a TET distortion at their respective relaxed volumes [cf. Fig. 5(a) of that work]. Hence, a linear interpolation of the phase energies would not predict an alloy that prefers a TET distortion in this system. However, if we take into account that the larger cell volume of BaTiO$_3$ expands the volume of CaTiO$_3$, we find that for some alloy ranges, the TET distortion is the lowest-energy distortion (cf. Fig. 5(b) of Ref. [47]). From this example, it should be clear that the volume dependence of the distorted phase energies must be explicitly taken into account.

Hence, in the present work, we use the following interpolation scheme: consider a specific alloy $X_xY_{1-x}$, between end points $X$ and $Y$ at mixing ratio $x$. First, we estimate the resulting unit cell volume $V$ by linear interpolation from the cell volumes of $X$ and $Y$ in accordance with Vegard’s law [62]. Second, for each of the 49 suggested alloy end points, we have a set of 11 computations spanning cell volumes from 45 to 90 Å$^3$. We use these precomputed energies for $X$ and $Y$ to construct piecewise linear energy vs volume curves for the two end points separately, and use them to obtain the distorted phase energies at volume $V$. Finally, these end-point phase energies at volume $V$ are interpolated linearly to alloy ratio $x$ to estimate the phase energies of the alloy $X_xY_{1-x}$.

One may consider the use of a higher-order interpolation in the energy vs volume curve to improve accuracy. However, as explained above, the curve may sharply change derivative at some points, and thus a piecewise linear interpolation is a safe...
option. The performance and reliability of this scheme will be discussed as we investigate its results for known systems in Sec. IV.

As an example, we will recount for the calculations necessary to use this interpolation scheme specifically for the PZT alloy system. For both PT and PZ, for 11 volumes in the range 45 to 90 Å³, we calculate the energy of all three distortions, i.e., ROT, RHO, and TET. The grand total is thus 66 calculations. (Note that we only count one calculation each for the ROT, RHO, and TET distortions, but, during these calculations, we relax the internal degrees of freedom under the respective symmetry constraints, individually at each volume.) Once all of these end-point calculations are in place, the energy of, e.g., TET-disordered PZT, can be estimated at, e.g., alloy ratio 0.5 as the average of the TET-distorted PT and the TET-distorted PZ end-point energies, at the volume predicted by Vegard’s law. This example may suggest that the demand on prerequisite end-point calculations is rather heavy. Nevertheless, the number of end-point calculations scales as \( O(N) \) with \( N \) the number of end points considered, but makes available the study of \( O(N^2) \) two-component alloys. (And, the same end-point calculations can be used for interpolation of alloys of arbitrary order.)

III. STABILITY SCREENING

The interpolation scheme in the previous section can be used to identify alloys with any combination of energies of distorted phases without having to run computations for each separate alloy and composition ratio. One of the primary requirements to experimentally synthesize an alloy is that its thermodynamical instability is not too large. We base our screening on a zero-temperature distance to the hull analysis using the high-throughput phase-diagram methods presented in Refs. [29,63]. We will use the term “distance to the hull” to refer to the energy difference between a phase and the most stable linear combination of competing phases at the same composition. This energy difference is calculated by making a zero-temperature phase diagram over all competing phases currently known in the materialsproject.org database [40]. The convex hull that spans their formation energies is constructed and the hull distance is calculated as the difference between the formation energy per atom of the alloy and the value of the convex hull at the composition ratio of the alloy. Hence, if the alloy under consideration is also the ground-state phase at zero temperature, it is part of the convex hull, and thus the hull distance is zero. A hull distance \( H > 0 \) means there is a combination of known competing phases that would lower the formation energy at zero temperature by \( H \). See Refs. [63] and [29] for a more detailed discussion.

We note that a minor thermodynamical instability at zero temperature does not necessarily make synthesis impossible, if, e.g., the energy barriers to competing phases are large enough or if the entropy contribution sufficiently helps stabilizing the alloy. Hence, rather than outright dismissing compounds with nonzero hull distance, we take the distance to the hull as an estimate of the probability for a specific alloy to be possible to undergo synthesis, i.e., a higher hull distance means a successful synthesis is less likely. This is intended to take into account the possible errors in the computational methods, metastability, and a reasonable entropy contribution at relevant temperatures. Based on experience with the predictability of these methods, and, in particular, based on obtained values for known stable perovskite alloys [64], we will in this work dismiss compounds as extremely unlikely to be possible to create in synthesis when they are 0.1 eV/atom above the hull. For the contribution from inaccuracy in the computational methods at 0 K, a closer examination for ternary oxides has shown the standard deviation in formation energies of 0.024 eV/atom, meaning that 90% of the errors should lie with 0.047 eV/atom [64].

To avoid underpredicting the distance to the hull, formation energies for as many competing phases as possible need to be included. The structure prediction tool of Ref. [65] was used to predict possible competing phases of each of our alloy end points. The search for reliable convergence settings, pseudopotentials, etc., is an ongoing effort across the high-throughput computational community [23–37]. Specifically in this work, we calculate the energies of all found competing phases by closely following the recipes in Ref. [29]. The structure prediction algorithm is not guaranteed to be absolutely exhaustive, and it is possible that some relevant competing phases have been overlooked. This would mean it is possible for us to predict certain alloys as thermodynamically stable, whereas a synthesis attempt would instead find the omitted competing phase. An omitted competing phase will not lead us to incorrectly dismiss a system.

For each identified perovskite alloy that the interpolation scheme has predicted to prefer TET distortion at some mixing ratio, we perform a DFT computation for all systems in the full range of mixing ratios for the \( A \) and \( B \) site that can be realized in a 40-atom supercell, i.e., in steps of 1/8, relaxed starting from a weakly TET-distorted crystal (i.e., \( c/a = 1.03 \)). This starting point for the relaxation means that the results below for stability vs composition will specifically show the stability of the TET distortion. However, the energy difference between the distortions is usually small compared to that of competing phases (which is expected since our screening for end points included that the energy difference between the distortions is limited, i.e., \( \Delta E^P < 1.00 \text{ eV} \)).

The ordering of different ions in the DFT computations is chosen in a way where similar ions are placed as far apart as possible in the supercell. Due to the similarity in electrostatics and bonding between the ions in an isovalent alloy, the energy difference of different orderings is expected to be small on the energy scale of thermodynamical stability. However, this assumption is not well tested and may be problematic. Future work is planned to more systematically examine the energy dependence on ordering in isovalent alloys.

IV. RESULTS

We select a pair of the 49 alloy end points that have the same element on either the \( A \) or \( B \) site, and use the energy interpolation scheme to identify all pairs of alloy end points for which the TET distortion has the lowest energy of the considered distortions, at some mixing ratio. Since 11 out of our 49 end points already prefer the TET distortion in their pure phase, they will trivially generate TET alloys with very small amounts of any one of the other end points. We are
unlikely to learn more from these cases in addition to what was already discussed in Ref. [47], and hence we disregard alloys predicted to be TET only up to a very small ratio with another end point (<1%). From this procedure, 112 entries remain to be investigated for thermodynamical stability as described in the previous section.

In our analysis below, we dismiss without further investigation any alloy that, over all mixing ratios, exceeds a hull distance of 0.1 eV. Over the set of computations required for our analysis, we have also found it prohibitively difficult to reach a stable convergence of the electron density required for our analysis, we have also found it prohibitively difficult to reach a stable convergence of the electron density for the computations of Rb(Nb,Ta)O3 and (Rb,Cs)NbO3, which has prevented further analysis of those alloy systems. These issues could not be fully remedied by straightforward adjustments of the computational parameters, e.g., replacing the pseudopotentials or slight changes of the convergence parameters. Since the cost of Rb makes it unlikely that Rb-based compounds can yield commercially viable piezoelectric materials, we decided not to pursue these systems further in the present study. Nevertheless, a more focused study into these alloys may be relevant for other applications.

The result is 42 alloy systems to be investigated. We first investigate compounds known to exhibit an MPB, and then discuss the most interesting alloy systems found in the screening. The complete data set of all 42 alloys satisfying the screening criteria is published alongside this paper as Supplemental Material [66].

A. The PZT system

Figure 2 shows the distance to the hull and preference for a TET distortion of Pb(Ti1−xZr1−x)O3. This prototypical piezoelectric system serves as a good example of our analysis and provides a test case for the accuracy of the predictions. The upper graph of Fig. 2 shows that the distance to the hull stays below 50 meV/atom over all alloy ratios, but it also appears that PZ is predicted as significantly less stable than PT. The lower graph in the figure shows a preference for the TET distortion for mixing ratios (1 − x) < 0.84.

The results corroborate that the accuracy of the interpolation scheme is sufficient to qualitatively identify PZT as having a crossover point between TET and RHO distortion depending on the ratio of PZ to PT. However, the quantitative accuracy is limited; the crossover point is here predicted at (1 − x) ≈ 0.840 rather than 0.5 as known for PZT. Furthermore, while PT is predicted to have a zero hull distance, i.e., being thermodynamically stable, we find a hull distance for pure PZ of ∼40 meV/atom. Some of this hull distance can be accounted for due to our deliberate choice of computing the hull distance for a TET-distorted phase. We find the most stable phase of PZ in the materials project database [40] at the time of writing to be at ∼30 meV/atom above the hull, and the 40-atom cell used should be sufficient to represent the ground-state phase [67]. This is a rather large hull distance for a system known to be stable, but is not unreasonable when compared to previous accuracy tests of these methods [64]. The hull distance for PZ further motivates the choice in this work of considering combinations of perovskite end points up to as much as 100 meV/atom above the hull at zero temperature before outright dismissing them as thermodynamically unstable.

B. The BCTZ system

As discussed in Sec. I, Liu and Ren have identified an MPB in the alloy system of BaTiO3-BaZrO3-CaTiO3 [20] (BCTZ). Figure 3 shows our stability and distorted phase results for perovskite alloys involved in this material. The lower graph of Fig. 3 shows that (Ba1−xCa1−x)TiO3 is predicted to prefer a TET distortion for mixing ratios (1 − x) < 0.58, and, for those ratios, the hull distance of the TET-distorted phase (shown in the upper graph) stays below 50 meV/atom. The second perovskite alloy shown in Fig. 3, Ba(Ti1−xZr1−x)O3, has a quite small hull distance across all alloy ratios (upper graph), weakly prefers the TET distortion at mixing ratio (1 − x) > 0.5, and otherwise weakly prefers a non-TET distortion (seen in the lower graph).

These results corroborate the work of Liu and Ren. We can view their material as a four-component solid solution created out of two two-component end points. This work focuses on the alloy end point with TET distortion (i.e., the PT-like material), which in the work of Liu and Ren is (Ba1−xCa1−x)TiO3 with mixing ratio (1 − x) = 0.3. Our conclusion from Fig. 3 is that this is a thermodynamically stable alloy that prefers the
FIG. 3. (Color online) Stability (upper graph) and energy preference for TET distortion (lower graph) in eV/atom for two-component alloys related to the BaTiO$_3$-BaZrO$_3$-CaTiO$_3$ system. The diagram suggests that BaTiO$_3$-CaTiO$_3$ is, possibly, a stable alloy that prefers TET distortion, as was reported by Liu and Ren [20].

TET distortion. For the opposite alloy end point (the PZ-like material), Liu and Ren used Ba(Ti$_{1-x}$Zr$_x$)$_3$O$_3$ with mixing ratio $(1 - x) = 0.2$. Our results suggest that this alloy is stable and has a weak non-TET distortion, and thus an alloy between these two end points appears to be a good candidate for an MPB.

While discussing the details of the interpolation scheme above, we mentioned that (Ba$_x$Ca$_{1-x}$)TiO$_3$ prefers the TET distortion at certain mixing ratios $x$, despite none of the end points preferring a TET distortion. We note that this behavior is precisely reproduced by our interpolation scheme, as seen in the lower part of Fig. 3 [and the range for alloys preferring TET distortion is predicted as $0.02 < (1 - x) < 0.58$]. It is a validation of the interpolation scheme that this qualitative behavior is reproduced. We also note that for the CaTiO$_3$ end point, the ground state is a very distorted monoclinic perovskite. The energy difference between this and the TET distortion is quite large and accounts for the instability seen in the hull-distance graph for this end point.

C. The KNLNT system

Another known alloy system with an MPB has been identified by Saito et al., (K,Na,Li)(Nb,Ta)O$_3$ [19] (KNLNT). Figures 4 and 5 show our stability and distorted phase results for various two-component alloy systems related to this material. The base component is the (K,Na)(Nb,Ta)O$_3$ system. According to the hull-distance graph of Fig. 4, this alloy has a very small distance to the hull for all mixing ratios. The lower graph shows that the TET distortion and the closest competing distortion essentially share the same energy. In Fig. 5, we see various combinations of one of these end points and Li. The lower graph of Fig. 5 suggests a strong trend between Li concentration and a stronger preference for TET distortion.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Stability (upper graph) and energy preference for TET distortion (lower graph) in eV/atom for the (K,Na)(Nb,Ta)O$_3$ system.

[68]. However, in the hull-distance graph, we see that a higher concentration of Li increases the hull distance. As has been discussed before, by us and others [47], the reason for this behavior is the large mismatch of the ion sizes between Li and the other A-site ion. For increasing concentration of Li, the size mismatch makes for a less stable alloy, but where the Li ion can displace. This ion size mismatch can be observed.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Stability (upper graph) and energy preference for TET distortion (lower graph) in eV/atom for relevant alloys with Li with the components of the (K,Na)(Nb,Ta)O$_3$ system. The system becomes less stable the more Li is added, but it also more strongly prefers the TET distortion.
directly from the end points having very different Goldschmidt parameters [69].

From these results, we confirm that synthesis of the material found by Saito et al. needs to strike a balance between Li, which lowers the energy of a tetragonal distortion, with other components that make the alloy thermodynamically stable.

D. Other Pb-based alloys

We have not excluded Pb-based alloys in our screening, and thus various combinations that include Pb show up as giving stable alloys that prefer the TET distortion. For the pursuit of lead-free piezoelectrics, these may be of less interest, though they are possibly relevant for reducing the relative amount of lead in such materials. An overview of the compounds considered in this work is presented in Fig. 6. The figure shows many alloys with Pb that prefer the TET distortion, as seen by most lines in the lower graph being above zero while simultaneously having comparably small hull distances, i.e., many of the corresponding lines in the hull-distance graph are far below 0.5 eV.

The results suggest that it is common for alloys with Pb to form thermodynamically stable alloys that favor TET distortion. While this is not a surprising conclusion for perovskite oxides, it further adds to the confidence in the presented methods, and suggests our scheme may be able to reliably identify such general trends also in less studied perovskite families, e.g., nitrides.

E. Cu-based alloys

Figure 7 shows perovskite solid solutions with Cu. The hull-distance graph shows that low concentrations of Cu give hull distances below 0.5 eV. The graph over energetics shows that it is also only at low concentrations of Cu where such alloys prefer the TET distortion.

For a system with Cu on the A site to be stable, we expect the multivalent Cu ion to, at least approximately, take a +1 valence to balance the charge between the ions. However, the high instability of configurations with larger amounts of Cu suggests that this configuration is energetically unfavorable. Nevertheless, it seems possible to still force the Cu ion into this state if the concentration is relatively low compared to a stable end point such as K(Nb,Ta)O_3. Moreover, it appears that small to moderate amounts of Cu on the A site push the perovskite structure towards a TET distortion, but, at high amounts, the TET distortion becomes energetically unfavored again. This suggests that an interval of alloy ratios may exist where Cu behaves similar to Li in the KNLNT system. Hence, it may be interesting to pursue a more focused investigation into the (Cu_{x}K_{1-x})(Nb,Ta)O_3 alloy system for small values of x.

F. Si-based alloys

According to our previous investigation, perovskites with Si or Ge on the B site, and in particular BaSiO_3, were found to have promising properties as alloy end points [47]. The lower part of Fig. 8 shows that the majority of the Si-based alloys studied in this work have moderate to strong preference for a
TET distortion. The upper graph of Fig. 8 shows that both the end points and alloys have large hull distances.

Hence, we confirm that when the preference for TET distortion is considered, Si-based compounds look interesting. However, it appears that these systems are generally not thermodynamically stable in TET distortion.

G. Sn-based alloys

The possible synthesis of ferroelectric Sn-based alloys is an active area of research (see, e.g., Refs. [70–73]). Figure 9 shows our results for Sn-based compositions. We note that in general, these compositions behave similarly to the Pb-based alloys discussed above. The lower graph shows many systems as preferring TET distortion, and the hull-distance graph suggests that several have comparably small hull distances. In particular, we find small hull distances for the following alloys: \((\text{Ba}, \text{Sn}_{1-x})\text{TiO}_3\), \((\text{Sn}, \text{Sr}_{1-x})\text{TiO}_3\), and \((\text{Ba}, \text{Sn}_{1-x})\text{Ti}_{1-x})\text{O}_3\). The last one has Sn placed on the B site rather than the A site, and a significantly smaller hull distance than the other compositions.

These results confirm the interest in Sn-based systems. We identify as promising especially the \((\text{Ba}, \text{Sn}_{1-x})\text{TiO}_3\) alloy with a large \(x\) and possibly also \((\text{Ca}, \text{Sn})\text{TiO}_3\) with \(x \approx 0.2\). However, for the former, we note that the lower hull distance of the BaSnO\(_3\) indicates that in solid solutions, the Sn cations may tend to go for the B site in the synthesis. On the other hand, it may be interesting to study the stable \(\text{Ba(Sn}_x\text{Ti}_{1-x})\text{O}_3\) system in more detail. In the interval \(x \approx [0.05,0.2]\), our results predict this alloy to (very weakly) prefer a TET distortion. Furthermore, the \((\text{Ba}, \text{Sn}_{1-x})\text{TiO}_3\) system behaves very similarly (not shown here; see the Supplemental Material [66]), and hence these alloys may be useful in attempts to tune the BCTZ system discussed above.

H. Bi-based alloys

Finally, we turn to perovskite alloys with Bi on the A site. The ones that remain after screening are Bi(Ga\(_x\)Al\(_{1-x}\))O\(_3\) and Bi(Ga\(_x\)Sc\(_{1-x}\))O\(_3\). The upper graph of Fig. 10 suggests that both of these alloys have fairly large hull distances. The lower graph shows that the TET distortion is preferred if the ratio of Ga is large, i.e., \((1 - x) < 0.5\).

The preference for TET distortion for both of these alloys has a composition dependence that resembles that of PZT. These systems may be of interest if they are possible to synthesize.

V. DISCUSSION

The focus of this work is on finding a thermodynamically stable ferroelectric perovskite alloy that prefers a TET distortion. It is, perhaps, not surprising that we do not identify any candidates equally promising as the ones already known in the well-studied family of perovskite oxides. Apart from the individual discussion presented above for each specific group
of perovskite alloys, we make below a few general observations about our results and their generality.

The strategy behind the material by Saito et al. [19], (K,Na,Li)(Nb,Ta)O$_3$, can be summarized as starting from a thermodynamically stable composition that does not prefer the TET distortion, K(Nb,Ta)O$_3$. This system is mixed with (Li)(Nb,Ta)O$_3$, which prefers the TET distortion, but is thermodynamically unstable on perovskite form. Hence, larger amounts of Li makes the alloy more strongly prefer the TET distortion, but it also makes it less stable. This mechanism is directly seen in Fig. 5, where an increased concentration of Li correlates both with a higher-energy preference for a TET distortion and an increased hull distance. We identified that a similar mechanism may be present when a small amount of Cu is introduced in K(Ta,Nb)O$_3$, as seen in Fig. 7. Since this mechanism essentially only relies on finding an unstable component that strongly prefers the TET distortion, it appears likely to find it also in systems not yet studied with our formalism, e.g., (oxy-)nitride perovskites, perovskites with rare-earth elements, and, possibly, other crystal structures that can accommodate an MPB.

On the other hand, the TET-distorted material used in the work by Liu and Ren [20], (Ba$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)$_3$TiO$_7$, shows a less clear relation between concentration, energy preference for the TET distortion, and hull distance. Here, two thermodynamically stable materials are mixed, neither of which prefers the TET distortion. The component with the smaller cell volume will make the alloy prefer the TET distortion (see, e.g., Ref. [47] for an expanded discussion). This is a very attractive mechanism for creating a TET-distorted alloy since it avoids involving an unstable end point in the alloy and thus seems likely to be easier to synthesize. However, we have not identified this mechanism in any other of the studied two-component perovskite oxides (possibly excluding some Pb-based systems; note how in Fig. 2 PZT is predicted to have a larger preference for the TET distortion than PT itself). It remains to be seen if the mechanism of the Liu and Ren material is more common in any of the other systems not yet studied with our methodology.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have used a large-scale high-throughput DFT framework to investigate an extensive space of perovskite alloys. Our investigation has focused on identifying two-component alloys with a ground-state TET distortion, i.e., candidates for the primary component in a system with an MPB that most prominently combine a preference towards TET distortion with stability are alloys which have already been used or proposed for high-performance piezoelectrics. However, we identify some promising less-studied systems; in particular, K(Ta,Nb)O$_3$ with a small amount of Cu, and BiGaO$_3$ with small amounts of Sc or Al. We also confirm the ongoing research interest in (Ba,Sn)-based titanates to be highly relevant.

The presented interpolation scheme successfully describes the energetics of distorted phases of isovalent alloys with enough accuracy to identify materials with a specific ground-state distortion. Our results point at the space of oxide perovskite as mostly exhausted for novel MPB systems. The formalism appears promising to extend into less experimentally explored perovskite systems, e.g., (oxy-)nitrides, perovskites with rare-earth elements, or even to identify MPBs in other crystal structures.

In high-throughput material design, it is a major challenge to handle alloy systems, since they can quickly lead to very extensive chemical spaces. The method presented in this paper demonstrates a way to predict the energetics of distorted phases of isovalent alloys that avoids extensive brute-force computational work that would be prohibitively time consuming. The discussed approach may also be very useful for high-throughput material design in other areas.
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